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PROJECT GRANT APPLICATION GUIDANCE  

The Karun Thakar Fund Project Grant is offered in support of innovative, impactful projects which 

foreground fresh perspectives and ground-breaking work in under-represented areas of Asian and 

African textiles and dress.  

 

Grant Amount 

Grants of up to £5000 (although exceptional proposals may be considered up to £10,000) are 

offered to emerging and/or early-career researchers, practitioners, and curators as well as 

community leaders, grassroot collectives and community-based arts organisations for the purposes 

of covering unique project costs. 

 

Payments will be made directly to grantees, either in the full amount or in instalments at the 

Selection Committee’s discretion.  

 

The total amount of funding awarded will be decided by the Selection Committee based on the 

applicant’s submitted budget plan. Applicants may need to find additional sources of funding to 

meet their project’s total costs. 

 

Eligibility 

Project proposals are welcome from any emerging/early-career researchers, practitioners, and 

curators, as well as community leaders, grassroot collectives and community-based arts 

organisations, operating either in the UK or internationally, provided the applicant(s) can establish 

their project is tangibly linked to Asian or African textiles/dress. The Selection Committee is 

particularly keen to support those who have not previously received significant funding in support 

of their work. 

 

For the purposes of the Project Grant, a ‘project’ constitutes an innovative, short-term event or piece 

of work with concrete outputs and meaningful impacts, such as (but not limited to): 

o Local exhibitions, conferences, workshops, or symposia, especially those mounted in under-

served areas, unconventional spaces, or in collaboration with untapped communities  

o Digital projects, especially those enabling collection and/or research distribution or access  

o Training or material costs towards the creation of new work 

o Publication of work, including payment of image licensing fees  
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o Short-term research travel to regions of study  

o Other discrete projects enabling unique, impactful outcomes in the fields of Asian and 

African textiles and dress 

 

Selection Criteria 

The Selection Committee will award Project Grants based on the following assessment criteria: 

a. Innovation: the project will foreground a fresh perspective and/or enable ground-

breaking work in an under-represented area of Asian or African textiles/dress 

b. Impact: the project will have a meaningful impact in the field/community of 

study/practice/implementation 

 

c. Object-led: the project will be ‘object-led’ (grounded in the study of objects as the 

sources and drivers of research/practice) ideally responding to objects or gaps in the 

collections of either the V&A* or Karun Thakar  

d. Output: the project will have measurable outputs which can be documented and shared 

e. Need: Applicant’s may apply for any amount of funding up to £5000 (although 

exceptional proposals may be considered up to £10,000), provided the project’s budget 

is fully outlined with detailed and justifiable cost breakdowns. Budgets outlines should 

be for the total cost of the project; applicants with project total costs exceeding £5000 

must be able to demonstrate they have/are able to seek alternative sources of funding 

elsewhere to cover any excess costs.   

 

The Selection Committee reserves the right to (virtually) interview applicants as necessary. 

The Selection Committee is committed to promoting equality of opportunity for all applicants. The 

Committee welcome applications from applicants of any age, ability, gender, sex, sexual 

orientation, family status, race, nationality, and religion/beliefs. 

More information about the V&A’s Collections can be found at collections.vam.ac.uk 

More information about Karun Thakar’s Collections can be found on karuncollection.com 

*The reserve collections of the V&A will be physically inaccessible until 2024 due to the re-location of 

stores. Images of and information about these objects are available at collections.vam.ac.uk  

 

Applicant Obligations 

Following completion of the project, grantees will supply a copy or documentation of their Fund-

supported work for publication on The Karun Thakar Fund’s webpage, hosted at: 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/projects/karun-thakar-fund 

 

https://www.vam.ac.uk/blog/projects/karun-thakar-fund
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This work/documentation may take the form of a written report, audio or film recording, portfolio 

images, or other media. 

 

Application Process 

To apply for The Karun Thakar Fund Project Grant please register, complete, and submit your 

application via karunthakar.grantplatform.com.   

For questions about the Project Grant or the application process please contact 

karunthakarfund@vam.ac.uk.  

Please note applications must be completed via the karunthakar.grantplatform.com link; 

applications submitted via email will not be considered. 

The deadline for application submissions is 1 August 2022.  

All applications will then be reviewed by the Selection Committee in August 2022, with grantees 

announced in September 2022.  

https://karunthakar.grantplatform.com/
mailto:karunthakarfund@vam.ac.uk
https://karunthakar.grantplatform.com/

